
U.S. Senate Passes Resolution Designating National Solidarity Day
for Compassionate Patient Care

The Gold Humanism Honor Society’s message of compassionate patient care is
sweeping the nation thanks to the enthusiasm and support of the Society’s
chapter schools and other healthcare professionals and institutions – over 70 –
that stood up on GHHS Solidarity Day.

The humane acts of trauma surgeon Randall Friese, MD during the AZ shootings in
2011 were the impetus for GHHS Solidarity Day and his words and actions continue
to be an inspiration. It’s his humility, however, that makes him a role model for
students, residents and faculty at Arizona Health Science Center. Accepting an
invitation for induction into GHHS, he noted, “Compassion in the face of extreme
events Is easy. It’s compassion in the face of the mundane that should be held up
as an example.”

The third annual Solidarity Day was recently celebrated. How do we know it’s
sweeping the nation? The participants this year almost doubled from previous

years and the U.S. Senate unanimoulsy passed a resolution marking February 14 as National Solidarity Day for Compassionate
Patient Care. Other events were happening around the U.S. and Canada, like West Virginia’s Governor Earl Ray Tomblin
proclaming Feb. 11-15, 2013 Gold Humanism Week. Participants at the University of Arizona’s events grew from 300 in 2012 to
about 1000 this year including UA Health Network, two major hospitals and the associated employees, physicians, students,
deans, faculty and special guests.

Randi Heller, MS4 at U Arizona, GHHS member and
coordinator of the day’s activities explained,

Since a picture is worth 1000 words, take a look at
what you all did to make Solidarity Day an international
event that is moving healthcare toward a culture shift!
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Every member of a healthcare team plays an
important role in compassionate patient care
delivery. Each member of the team needs to
understand the other members’ roles in order to
be able to effectively work together with the
common goal of putting the patient’s needs first
and delivering the best care possible.

View U Arizona’s video http://vimeo.com/60029625

http://vimeo.com/60029625
http://twitter.com/goldcareinmed
http://bit.ly/GoldFacebook
mailto: ghhs@gold-foundation.org


�
Good reminder of the heart
we should put into patient
care. When things are busy
it’s easy to forget about a kind
word or smile which we all
want to provide.

�
Many students and nurses are
still wearing their buttons on
their scrubs and white coats to
show their support.

�
Patients and their families were
glowing with smiles when they
saw us walk into their rooms
with flowers and buttons.

�
I’m going to tell my primary
care physician how incredibly
much I appreciate her
compassion.

�
Many were baffled the
hospital would take such
interest in their patients; all
were thankful for the efforts
to improve humanism in
medicine.

�
Random hospital employees
stopped me during the days
after Solidarity Day to thank
me for the cards.



�
People really appreciate being listened to,
considered a person with an outside life,
not just a disease.

�
Several nurses were really touched by the
fact that medical students would show
their appreciation for their service.

�
I was surprised when a few non-medical
student passers-by stopped and shared
their own experiences from volunteering
in hospitals.

�
To have that one-on-one interaction with
the patients was really special. We saw
so many ear-to-ear smiles that day.

INDUCTION BEST PRACTICES

As each member is called to the stage to receive his/her certificate, the moderator reads a sentence or two
from the inductee’s nomination while an overhead screen displays the quote and a picture.

Check this out from Icahn SOM at Mount Sinai: http://bit.ly/Y0IfTw

Share your best practices: GHHS@gold-foundation.org

�

Thank you chapter advisors and administrative staff
for being our counterparts in carrying out the work of GHHS

Please tellmichele@gold-foundation.org or harriet@gold-foundation.org when your contact information
changes. You are important to us!
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From UCSD SOM’s blog by GHHS member
Pritha Workman, MD

My husband, a Marine, was deployed overseas. He’s back
now and safe, but that’s not the point of this story. At the
time he left I had an eleven-month-old child and was
starting a surgery rotation. I don’t know if you’ve spent a
lot of time with an eleven month old, but they take a lot of
time. Similarly, so does your surgery clerkship.

I was assigned to the transplant service. My normal day
starts early; you round and see patients, then go to a
surgery or two, followed by more care of patients in the
hospital wards. Then I’d go home, make dinner for my son,
take out trash, bathe him, and then somewhere at the end
of the day I’d find some time to study.

One day proved to be different. I received a call from the
transplant team that we had to go perform a procurement. I
quickly threw on scrubs and hurried to meet the team to fly to
the Central Valley to procure organs from a donor. Upon
landing, a black Escalade took us to the hospital. We were told
what we needed to know: HIV negative, Hepatitis B and C
negative, blood type, any other comorbidities, and cause of
death. This particular patient was nineteen years old, and had
been the victim of gang violence. He suffered a gunshot wound
to the head, and – this term still doesn’t sit well with me – was
considered an injury that was “incompatible with life.”

It was a disconcerting experience for me, because until this time
I had always walked into an OR with the expectation that now
we were about to do something to save a life, to help the
patient in some way. The mood was different on the

procurement, because those expectations didn’t exist. The act
of procurement though is very elegant and beautiful. The heart
and lungs go first, of course; because the heart has the shortest
time span, it can survive outside the body. You crossclamp the
great vessels and from that point you have four hours to remove
the heart, have it whisked away, and delivered and placed inside
the waiting recipient. On speaker with a team at Stanford
waiting for this heart, we coordinated our surgery with theirs,
ensuring their patient was ready the moment we began the
procurement. Then we proceeded removing the other organs:
the lungs, the liver, the kidneys. You need to keep each organ
intact inside the body as you remove the other organs. So when
they remove the heart, they continue ventilating the lungs, to
continue to provide them with oxygen. It was very disconcerting
to see lungs inflating and deflating while the patient’s heart was
gone. That unnatural feeling really stayed with me.

When we had finished what we needed to do, the scrub nurse
said she would “close.” I told her “No, I will close.” I now see
my patients—whether a nineteen-year-old gang member who
died from gang violence or an eighty-nine year old man – as my
child. That day I was grieving. I was grieving for a mother who
had lost her son. The patients to whom we delivered the organs
at UCSD did well. It was really everything you want a transplant
to be. After all was said and done my attending turned to me
and said, “Aren’t you excited!? Wasn’t that amazing?” I replied
“I’m not there yet.” Having seen the results of the transplant I
was happy at the lives we saved, but that day, as someone’s
mother, I had to mourn. I’m not sure if being a doctor is making
me a better mom, but I think being a mother is making me a
better doctor.

Dr. Workman will start an OB/GYN residency this summer.
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Michelle Bowden, fourth-year medical
student, staffs the table for the annual
Solidarity Day for Compassionate
Patient Care in the Madison Plaza lobby
of UT Health Science Center’s Memphis
campus. Bowden was one of several
students distributing candy kisses and
Solidarity buttons to those who
stopped to add their names and
comments on a poster that asked,
“What does compassionate care mean
to you?” Comments ranged from,
“Treat others as you would want to be
treated” to “Every patient’s story is a
treasure waiting to be uncovered.”


